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The Headteacher's Handbook

2021-08-05

this must read guide to being a primary headteacher is filled with practical guidance tips and advice on all aspects of headship to

support and inspire new current and aspiring headteachers written by a headteacher with over 14 years experience at the helm

the headteacher s handbook is the indispensable manual to understanding the role as both an instructional coach and community

leader with a kind and compassionate tone rae snape presents invaluable advice models research motivational quotes and self

reflection questions on a wealth of topics this includes developing and communicating the vision for your school building a staff

team handling an ofsted inspection ensuring inclusion equality and diversity in your setting curriculum and assessment design

managing the day to day the finances health and safety behaviour and everything in between the book features examples from

rae s own experiences as well as contributions from some of the most influential and forward thinking school leaders today

including dr kulvarn atwal mary myatt remi atoyebi paul dix and christalla jamil also featuring a foreword by professor dame alison

peacock ceo of the chartered college of teaching and sir david carter s popular framework first 100 days in headship the

headteacher s handbook is a compendium of all you need to excel as a headteacher

Using New Technologies to Enhance Teaching and Learning in History

2013

nearly all history teachers are interested in how new technology might be used to improve teaching and learning in history

however not all history departments have had the time expertise and guidance which would enable them to fully explore the wide

range of ways in which ict might help them to teach their subject more effectively this much needed collection offers practical

guidance and examples of the ways in which new technology can enhance pupil engagement in the subject impact on knowledge

retention get pupils learning outside the history classroom and help them to work collaboratively using a range of 2 0 applications

the chapters written by experienced practitioners and experts in the field of history education and ict explore topics such as how

to design web interactivities for your pupils what can you accomplish with a wiki how to get going in digital video editing what to

do with the vle making best use of the interactive whiteboard designing effective pupil webquests digital storytelling in history

making full use of major history websites using social media using new technologies to enhance teaching and learning in history

is essential reading for all trainee newly qualified and experienced teachers of history it addresses many of the problems barriers

and dangers which new technology can pose but it also clearly explains and exemplifies the wide range of ways in which ict can

be used to radically improve the quality of pupils experience of learning history

The Primary Headteacher's Handbook

2003-12-16

launching the new kogan page primary essentials series this indispensable handbook for all practising and aspiring primary

headteachers will help primary school leaders rise to the many challenges that face them in the task of effectively managing a

busy primary school some of the key areas examined are staff development recruiting and managing staff the school as an

organisation leadership managing a successful inspection as well as acting as a guide to best practice for those tasked with the

role of headship this comprehensive and straightforward handbook will also assist governors deputies senior teachers those

studying for npqh to understand how an effective head can create and sustain an effective school

Information and Communication Technologies for Development

2020-12-22

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th ifip wg 9 4 international conference on social implications of computers

in developing countries ict4d 2020 which was supposed to be held in salford uk in june 2020 but was held virtually instead due to



the covid 19 pandemic the 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 29 submissions the papers

present a wide range of perspectives and disciplines including but not limited to public administration entrepreneurship business

administration information technology for development information management systems organization studies philosophy and

management they are organized in the following topical sections digital platforms and gig economy education and health inclusion

and participation and business innovation and data privacy

Primary PE: Unlocking the Potential

2011-05-16

this book aims to address some of the aspects of primary physical education about which there is currently a dearth of high

quality texts it arises from several contextual elements that create a need for something a little different from books currently on

offer most of these offer guidance on content and teaching skills across the activities of the national curriculum together with

supplementary information about key issues and processes for example assessing pupils or including those with special needs

this proposal focuses on learning about primary pe and its potential to contribute not only as a discrete curriculum subject but

also across the whole curriculum and to some of the many strategies and initiatives that have been set up to enhance primary

practice and achievement topics have been selected as the focus for the chapters in this book not only for their current

significance within strategies and initiatives but for their potential to contribute to the enhancement of the curriculum in the longer

term and particularly in the context of the recommendations of the rose review and the imminent revisions to the primary national

curriculum

This Much I Know About Love Over Fear ...

2015-06-15

this much i know about love over fear is a compelling account of leading a values driven school where people matter above all

else weaving autobiography with an account of his experience of headship john tomsett explains how in an increasingly

pressurised education system he creates the conditions in which staff and students can thrive too many of our state schools have

become scared soulless places john tomsett draws on his extensive experience and knowledge and calls for all those involved in

education to find the courage to develop a leadership wisdom which emphasises love over fear creating a truly great school takes

patience ultimately truly great schools don t suddenly exist you grow great teachers first who in turn grow a truly great school

there is a huge fork in the road for head teachers one route leads to executive headship across a number of schools and the

other takes head teachers back into the classroom to be the head teacher john strongly believes that if the head teacher is not

teaching or engaged in helping others to improve their teaching in their school then they are missing the point the only thing head

teachers need obsess themselves with is improving the quality of teaching both their colleagues and their own this much i know

about love over fear is an authentic personal narrative of teaching leadership and discovering what really matters it gets to the

heart of what is valuable in education and offers advice for those working in schools

Success for All

2008-11-01

this book provides a detailed account of an educational experiment in a middle school in shanghai china the school called zhabei

no 8 middle school hereafter no 8 school is located in a run down lower working class district since the mid 1980s the school has

experimented on an educational reform program called success education aiming to help those at risk students to be successful

in school this book illustrates how this educational experiment has been carried out and to identify experiences that could be

learned by the international educational community the book analyzes the critical role played by principal liu jinghai and particular

attention is paid to the strategies adopted by the school to help enhance students self esteem through integrating love and care

throughout the school s curriculum and activities the pivotal roles played by teachers called class directors are meticulously

studied and efforts the school has made to collaborate with parents and the local community are examined an ethnographic



approach was used to gather data in this study a combination of interviews participant observation and document analysis was

applied to arrive at a systematic and complex understanding of this educational endeavor in china

Master Mathematics Teachers

2023-08-21

this practical guide invites teachers to take a journey towards masterly mathematics teaching using the experiences and lessons

learnt across five chinese provinces anhui beijing jiangsu jiangxi and tianjin on this journey you will gain a thorough understanding

of 1 the quality and characteristics of master mathematics teachers teaching 2 the quality of mathematics learning they have

nurtured amongst their students in affective metacognitive and cognitive dimensions and 3 the teaching learning mechanisms that

underpin excellent performance in the three dimensions alongside the quantitative and qualitative evidence on educational

excellence you will also delve deep into the trajectories and processes of professional development that generate professional

excellence amongst master mathematics teachers and their peers within and across primary schools up and down china building

on data collected with 70 master mathematics teachers and 3 178 students and from teaching research events at the school

municipal provincial and national levels the master mathematics teachers mastermt project is to date the first that has looked at

the legendary tribe of master mathematics teachers in china at such a large scale and with such breadth and depth the book

offers invaluable insights for any teacher or teacher educator who wants to improve mathematics teaching and learning and

generate educational and professional excellence in primary schools and beyond more information on the master mathematics

teachers mastermt project can be accessed at mastermt org

Teaching Skills For Dummies

2010-12-23

being a good teacher is a difficult goal to achieve being largely dependent on a huge variety of skills outside of the main

curriculum teaching skills for dummies focuses on these soft skills of teaching from maintaining discipline to creating engaging

lesson plans and monitoring performance this essential guide promises to help teachers gain the respect of their pupils manage

potential confrontations and ultimately get the best out of both their careers and their students teaching skills for dummies

includes information on developing your teaching style teaching a class managing a class dealing with different kinds of people

succeeding beyond the classroom don t let the title fool you this is an essential guide and resource for any aspiring teacher sue

cowley uses her experience and insight to provide a comprehensive and informative resource packed with excellent advice and

brilliant suggestions for making both teaching and learning effective a must for any teacher s bookshelf peter hadfield principal

lecturer in education university of bedfordshire

Cross-Curricular Teaching and Learning in the Secondary School ... English

2010-10-29

what is the role of the individual school subject and subject teacher within school is it to teach a set of core subject knowledge

skills and understanding in a way that remains faithful to long standing subject cultures and pedagogies or is there another way to

consider how the curriculum and the notion of individual subjects and teachers pedagogy could be constructed cross curricular

teaching and learning in the secondary school english brings together ongoing debates about personalised learning creativity and

ict in education to establish a clear theoretical framework for cross curricular teaching and learning in english and literacy

presenting an appropriate pedagogy for cross curricular teaching that draws on this framework it promotes radical new

approaches to english teaching as part of a widened curriculum through practical examples and theoretical discussions blended

with engaging stories of current practice with links to other curriculum subjects and current education policy features include

theoretical examination of key issues assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of different curricular models clear principles

for effective assessment a wide range of case studies summaries of key research linked to suggestions for further reading

professional development activities to promote cross curricular dialogue part of the cross curricular teaching and learning in the



secondary school series this timely interdisciplinary textbook is essential reading for all students on initial teacher training courses

and practising teachers looking to holistically introduce cross curricular themes and practices in secondary english teaching

Managing Pupil Behaviour

2012-05-04

why are some teachers and student teachers better at managing pupil behaviour than others what are the factors which make a

difference to classroom climate can any teacher or student teacher become accomplished at managing pupil behaviour managing

pupil behaviour provides routes through the classroom management maze to help practising and aspiring teachers learn to

manage behaviour effectively in their classrooms using a unique 10 point scale it encourages teachers to think about the degree

to which they are relaxed and in assured control of their classrooms and can enjoy their teaching drawing on the views of over

140 teachers and 700 pupils it provides insights into the factors which enable teachers to manage learning effectively in their

classrooms so that pupils can learn and achieve and teachers can enjoy their work key issues explored include the factors that

influence the working atmosphere in the classroom the impact of that atmosphere on teaching and learning and tensions around

inclusive practice and situations where some pupils may be spoiling the learning of others this new edition has been fully updated

to take account of recent research and inspection findings and includes a new chapter exploring the wide range of sophisticated

skills that expert teachers deploy in order to get pupils to want to learn and to enable teachers to work in classrooms where the

climate is perfect for learning managing pupil behaviour will help all teachers ensure the right to learn for all the pupils in their

care and to think about different ways to approach this vitally important aspect of their working lives

International Perspectives on Teaching English in a Globalised World

2013-10-01

the renowned and highly experienced editors of this book bring together the leading voices in contemporary english education

under the banner of the international federation for the teaching of english ifte the collected chapters here represent the very best

of international writing on the teaching of english in the past decade the key issues and debates surrounding english teaching

across the globe are discussed and analysed accessibly and incorporate wide ranging topics including the impact of high stakes

testing on teaching and learning addressing the needs of minority groups the digitization of literature and new conceptions of text

rewriting the canon dealing with curriculum change best practices in the teaching of english the tension between literacy and

english english and bilingual education the impact of digital technologies on teaching and learning conceptions of english as a

subject secondary and tertiary bringing the critical into the english literacy classroom the future of subject english empowering

voices on the margins pre service teacher education the social networking english classroom this text looks at the changing face

of subject english from the differing perspectives of policy makers teacher educators teachers and their students it tackles some

of the hard questions posed by technological advances in a global society challenges conventional approaches to teaching and

points to the emerging possibilities for a traditional school subject such as english in the face of rapid change and increasing

societal expectations despite all of the converging political and technological threats the authors of this engaging and insightful

text portray an immense confidence in the ultimate worth of teaching and learning subject english

Bad Education

2011-06-29

phil beadle has been described as the scourge of education policy makers and a prolific writer of articles challenging the status

quo in education bad education is an anthology of his best columns written in his trademark simple luminous and down to earth

style this collection is a wry look at more or less every element of educational change over the last five years



The Birmingham Book

2022-07-11

the trojan horse affair sent shock waves across england s education system in 2014 the affair centred around an anonymous

letter that contained instructions on how to take over schools with a majority muslim population by influencing their governing

bodies and undermining head teachers the authenticity of the letter remains hotly disputed yet its publication generated huge

turbulence not only in birmingham s schools and communities but also in both parliament and the national news the book offers

fresh perspectives based on unique access to information from within the city written by respected educationalists who have

worked successfully in birmingham for many years both during the trojan horse era and since it explains what led to the

publication of the letter its profound consequences for education in birmingham and how it influenced events in the city since

crucially the book also opens up an informed discussion around the issues raised during trojan horse such as delivering a well

rounded curriculum suitable for a diverse school community developing working partnerships in the local area and boosting the

attainment and aspirations of children from disadvantaged backgrounds colin shares case studies of school improvement in local

and national mats in tough multicultural urban environments and how schools worked to develop pupils social capital the

birmingham book reveals how the trojan horse affair was handled by the department for education as their academies and free

schools policies underwent their first major stress tests furthermore the book provides an up to date appraisal of the

interrelationship between education in england s schools and the cultural and religious practice of the local communities the

schools serve and of the underachievement levels of the different ethnic groups in birmingham suitable for teachers school

leaders governors and policymakers

Pre-Service Teacher Education and Induction in Southwest China

2018-09-12

this book is a narrative inquiry that focuses on four participating chinese teacher candidates cross cultural learning in canada and

stories of induction in southwest china through the lens of three dimensional inquiry space and reciprocal learning in teacher

education the author explores the influence of cross cultural experiences on the dissonance of pedagogies teacher student

relationships socialization and beliefs about teaching and learning that interweave global and national curriculum boundaries the

chapters provide insight into how chinese beginning teachers struggle to voice and to socialize among a cacophony of past

practices lived experiences and cross cultural experiences

Integrating Adult Learning and Technologies for Effective Education: Strategic

Approaches

2010-01-31

integrating adult learning and technologies for effective education strategic approaches provides instructional approaches relevant

theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical research findings in the area of adult learning and technology

Managing Urban Schools

2003-12-16

the success of urban schools is a critical factor in the future of society a dramatic statement for sure but justified by the fact that

eighty nine per cent of the uk population live in urban areas traditionally inner city schools have presented some of the greatest

challenges to educators with the ever increasing numbers of pupils and changing demographics many urban schools now face

similar challenges too tough uncompromising and inspiring this book makes a significant contribution to the understanding of how

urban and city schools need to operate and how they need to be led headteachers deputies those studying for the national

professional qualification for headship and all aspiring school leaders will find the help and guidance in this book invaluable in



shaping their work the book will also be helpful to policy makers lea officials and governors this is essential reading for anyone

concerned with the reality of working in schools in contemporary britain

The Multilingual Turn in Languages Education

2014-09-16

starting from the key idea that learners and teachers bring diverse linguistic knowledge and resources to education this book

establishes and explores the concept of the multilingual turn in languages education and the potential benefits for individuals and

societies it takes account of recent research policy and practice in the fields of bilingual and multilingual education as well as

foreign and second language education the chapters integrate theory and practice bringing together researchers and practitioners

from five continents to illustrate the effects of the multilingual turn in society and evaluate the opportunities and challenges of

implementing multilingual curricula and activities in a variety of classrooms based on the examples featured the editors invite

students teachers teacher educators and researchers to reflect on their own work and to evaluate the relevance and applicability

of the multilingual turn in their own contexts

International Perspectives on Teacher Professional Development

2005

teacher professional development is subject to reform as a consequence of three often interwoven influences innovation politics

and pedagogy for example recent decades have seen learning and teaching take centre stage as technologies have become

more accessible and relevant so professional development has had to keep pace in order to provide teachers with an opportunity

to develop skills and experiences to deal with this innovation in terms of politics as the prescription of input and the measurement

of output are regulated and deregulated by the state so teacher professional development shifts to meet accountability and

credibility demands likewise as our understanding of learning and teaching evolves in terms of knowledge processes dispositions

and evaluation subsequent teacher professional development programmes responded to these current or in vogue research

findings this new and much needed book describes how teacher professional development in science education from initial

teacher education to continuing professional development continues to face and address the various challenges that arise as a

consequence of innovation politics or pedagogy

Share Engage Educate

2019-12-09

this autoethnography highlights the experiences of school leaders teachers university staff and students and globally minded

citizens working alongside local communities to enhance the quality of education for children in rural and remote schools in eight

developing countries

That Behaviour Book

2023-03-07

what kind of teacher are you what values beliefs and principles do successful teachers have and how do they sustain these in the

face of challenging pupil behaviour in this timely book stephen baker contends that rigid punishment systems weaponize young

people s defiance against them and that punishment doesn t work he believes that teachers need to take responsibility for

behaviour and to lead it not just manage it that we need to love the kids even if we don t like them that children are people that

weare an event in theirlives and that teaching is a relationship based activity with each chapter followed by engaging takeaway

tasks that behaviour bookwill allow teachers to rapidly improve both their practice and their relationships with pupils and classes

the book looks at the values that will sustain you as a teacher how routines will help you teach better and what positive

expectations really mean making child centred relational practice easy to apply in the classroom teachers will have a more



realistic appreciation of their own situation and of the context in which they teach in short this book will help teachers learn how to

get the very best out of their pupils that behaviour bookis an essential guide for both the beginner and the more experienced

teacher its unique tone makes it an indispensable companion for the busy teacher providing a sense of connection challenge and

reassurance all at once stephen baker s anecdotes drawn from his years as a pupil teacher and trainer pack an emotional punch

and are often hilarious suitable for all teachers

The Gradual Art of School Improvement

2019-06-13

school improvement in recent years has largely focused on rapid improvement and quick fixes yet genuine and sustainable school

improvement is complex gradual and incremental it requires developing a culture and focusing relentlessly on teaching and

learning the gradual art of school improvement is a comprehensive practical guide to school improvement covering aspects such

as improvement planning staff development the learning environment dealing with outside pressures including inspection

curriculum design and the role of leaders at all levels it includes detailed accounts of the steps that can be taken to create a

positive learning culture over time case studies and worked examples concentrating on the practical aspects of school

improvement from the perspective of an experienced and successful head teacher ready to use practitioner resources that

readers can adapt and use in their own settings accessibly written and entertaining this book is an invaluable resource for leaders

at all levels and stages of their career

Educational Development in Western China

2016-03-22

in 2000 the western development plan of the chinese mainland attracted attention of educators and policy makers around that

period the chinese government also launched large scale and systemic curriculum reforms in basic education and secondary

education in achieving quality education across the vast country despite significant progress that has been made in educational

investments and attainments in china issues of quality and regional disparities across china remain especially in the less

developed western part of china where the significance of ethnic diversity urban rural disparity and variations in school

development exists in addition there have been entrenched problems of teacher and teaching quality resources inadequacy and

left behind children written by a group of chinese and international scholars the book provides an updated analysis and discussion

of educational development and related issues in the less developed part of western china these chapters cover broad contextual

issues of educational development and reforms issues of quality and equality in different sectors of education as well as

curriculum implementation teaching innovations and professional development of teachers

Effective Teachers in Secondary Schools (2nd Edition)

2008-11-18

this updated dvd and book pack is an ideal resource for training both in schools and colleges

Engaging Students with Music Education

2017-03-27

engaging students with music education is a groundbreaking book about using dj decks and urban music in mainstream schools

to re engage disaffected learners and develop a curriculum which better reflects overall contemporary tastes many young learners

are at risk of exclusion this book argues that for such individuals the implications of such a shift in the music curriculum could be

especially positive drawing extensively on the author s own wealth of teaching experience and bridging the gap between practice

and theory this book demonstrates through case studies that dj decks can prove extremely valuable in mainstream classroom

situations across the secondary school age ranges addressing challenging and crucial topics combining rigorous theoretical



analysis with practical suggestions the book addresses questions such as are dj decks actually a musical instrument and are they

suitable for classroom teaching will ofsted s school inspectors approve of music teaching involving dj decks and urban music if we

bring urban music into the classroom will this further marginalise classical music are djing and mcing skills recognised within

examination specifications at least in the uk current teachers will find the practical advice on how to incorporate dj decks and

urban music into their classroom especially helpful whilst educational researchers will be captivated by the critical discussion of

the child centred tradition and a theoretical approach which stretches from continental philosophy to practice based reflection with

an insistence that the starting point for music education should always be the interests and experiences of the learners this book

is essential reading for those music teachers and researchers interested in the benefits of non standard music making in the

classroom

Supporting Children’s Creativity through Music, Dance, Drama and Art

2017-09-14

an essential part of children s development in the early years involves creative engagement through language gestures body

movements drawing music and creating shared meanings in playful contexts supporting children s creativity through music dance

drama and art brings together contributions from a range of early years practitioners and professionals sharing their creative

conversations and helping readers to implement the themes of the early years foundation stage framework in a creative way

including a new chapter to explore the relationships between music and movement this second edition has been fully updated

and covers how to incorporate music making and storytelling in the classroom how to use stories of practice to inspire reflection

and change how to extend challenge and sustain children s interests how to make use of the talking table and helicopter

approaches how to become an effective play partner how to improve practice with interactive strategies and music for well being

how to use observation to inspire planning and learning projects appealing to all with an interest in early years practice this new

edition demonstrates how parents carers and practitioners can put excitement and inspiration back into the learning process

guiding them to encourage and support the creative capacities of young children

Global Citizenship for Young Children

2008-04-16

citizenship education equips children with the skills necessary to play an active part in society and act as socially and morally

responsible citizens margaret collins has used her considerable experience to create another fantastic age appropriate practical

resource for children aged 4 9 that widens the concept of citizenship so that it incorporates global issues the book explores six

topics basic needs environmental issues fairness exploring various cultures democracy global issues each section has an

introductory page and ideas for resources followed by activities on the same topic differentiated for younger and older primary

pupils clear guidelines are provided for discussion and activities which could take place in circle time at the end of each section

there is a story for children to consider accompanied by developmental activities and activity sheets as well as a page of

reflections related to the global challenges we all face this exciting resource will act as a starting point for stimulating teachers

and encouraging children to widen their learning teachers will be able to use these activities to set further challenges to help

explore current situations and to help with understanding present concerns margaret collins is a former headteacher of infant and

first schools she is now senior visiting fellow in the school of education at the university of southampton she researches children s

perceptions of health education topics writes teaching materials for children books and articles on pshe

Positive Psychology for Teachers

2012

based on the authors own experiences of intervention in school settings and evidence of its effectiveness this practical guide

includes a number of vignettes and case studies illustrating how the behavioural approach has been used by teachers in a wide

variety of classrooms to make their teaching more effective each case study will be followed by a number of suggested practical



activities for classroom implementation throughout the book background theory is explained in a concise and easily digestible

manner and activities are clearly explained with benefits and end goals clearly signposted

Thinking Allowed

2013-04-15

mick waters has consistently been a down to earth voice in the increasingly complex world of education for many years he has

regularly endeared himself to school communities in the uk and overseas by talking the sort of sense they needed to hear

practical challenging inspiring insightful engaging his unique perspective closeness to the classroom and ability to see innovation

in terms of its impact on learners mean his views are always worth listening to in this long awaited book mick tells it how it is the

things he believes in the things he wants to see differently wry reflections humorous insights astute asides and simple ideas to

change the system and the future for young people everywhere this is the book you have been waiting for

The ICT Teacher's Handbook

2013-06-26

the ict teacher s handbook is an indispensable guide for all teachers responsible for the teaching and management of ict in the

secondary school both as a comprehensive introduction for students learning to teach ict and as a source of ongoing support for

busy practising teachers illustrated throughout with case studies key further reading and guidance on where to find and how to

choose the best software and resources the book also features a guide to specifications software for whole school support and a

useful glossary of key terms key topics covered include organising and delivering the ict national curriculum at key stages 3 and 4

and post 16 teaching and learning with vles iwbs social networking and mobile technologies assessment record keeping and

reporting popular hardware software and networks external assessment target setting and tracking managing technical support

and technicians preparing for promotion and managing an ict department strategies for whole school management of ict written

for trainee and experienced ict teachers and managers in both english and international schools the ict teacher s handbook is an

authoritative guide designed to support effective teaching and learning and efficient use of technology in all schools

Promoting Linguistic Diversity and Whole-school Development

2007-01-01

the council of europe stresses the importance of multilingualism in society and of individual plurilingual competence as means to

social cohesion ultimately it is within the school that the necessary innovations need to take place the case studies presented in

this publication are an authentic illustration of how this is being realised in different contexts and what successes and challenges

it presents by bringing these innovative language education programmes and school profiles to the fore its participating in the

creation of a new paradigm of school leadership whereby pupils parents and the local community instead of being excluded

controlled and forgotten become actively involved in language endeavours similarly teachers can move on from being simply the

executors of education programmes to becoming participants in drawing up implementing and evaluating school policies

Becoming an Outstanding Primary School Teacher

2014-09-19

what is meant by outstanding teaching what makes the best teachers stand out from the rest how can i develop my own practice

to become an outstanding teacher myself whether you are training to become a primary school teacher or you are newly qualified

and striving to improve your practice this fully updated second edition of becoming an outstanding primary school teacher will

support inform and inspire you on your quest for excellence throughout russell grigg draws on theory research and case studies

of real classroom practice to discuss what it takes to become an outstanding primary teacher today this bestselling guide has

been comprehensively revised to reflect the latest changes to the curriculum including the national curriculum in england for 2014



and scotland s building curriculum for excellence it has also widened its scope to appeal to trainee and serving teachers reflecting

the new teachers standards key topics include defining and measuring outstanding teaching understanding the theory nature and

scope of the curriculum developing thinking skills in the classroom understanding and meeting individual learning needs using ict

to improve pedagogy behaviour management monitoring assessment recording and reporting becoming an outstanding primary

teacher will appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate students including those on school based programmes such as teach first

as well as more experienced teachers seeking inspiration

Training of teachers

2010-02-09

incorporating hc 369 i to v session 2008 09

Head Trauma

2022-08-18

welcome to the world of teaching polyester suits well polished shoes endless marking and a stream of embarrassing moments at

the coalface of the classroom follow nick smith as he charts his journey from trainee teacher to inspiring head now thirty years on

nick has seen and heard it all and in this book he shares extraordinary stories from his time in the education system follow nick

from his early trainee years as he faces a daily battle to make it home without having his classroom set on fire yes really and

watch as he climbs the greasy pole to headship navigating everything from ofsted visits to mission statements parents evenings

and much more at turns heart breaking and hilarious head trauma is a rousing call to arms for parents teachers and pupils alike

above all else this is the story of the students that kept nick returning to the school gates every morning the brave the bolshie and

the downright determined kids who helped shape him into the headteacher he went on to become as i began my teacher training

little did i know of what awaited me almost three decades and seven schools later i am head of a state secondary school on the

wall in my office is a children s toy a plastic monster s head which if pressed emits a pre recorded message it beggars belief i

press the monster whenever i pupils parents staff or the department for education do something that is notable ludicrous odd

bewildering or unreasonable it is pressed so often that i am forever having to replace the batteries

Special and Gifted Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications

2016-04-25

diverse learners with exceptional needs require a specialized curriculum that will help them to develop socially and intellectually in

a way that traditional pedagogical practice is unable to fulfill as educational technologies and theoretical approaches to learning

continue to advance so do the opportunities for exceptional children special and gifted education concepts methodologies tools

and applications is an exhaustive compilation of emerging research theoretical concepts and real world examples of the ways in

which the education of special needs and exceptional children is evolving emphasizing pedagogical innovation and new ways of

looking at contemporary educational practice this multi volume reference work is ideal for inclusion in academic libraries for use

by pre service and in service teachers graduate level students researchers and educational software designers and developers

Cases on Instructional Technology in Gifted and Talented Education

2014-09-30

as new classroom resources are developed educators strive to incorporate digital media advancements into their curriculum to

provide an enriched learning experience for students with exceptional intelligence as well as students in need of supplementary

instruction though the resources exist their effective use in the classroom is currently lacking cases on instructional technology in

gifted and talented education provides educators with real life examples and research based directions for the use of digital media

resources in classrooms at all academic levels this reference work will appeal to educators and researchers interested in



enriching p 12 classrooms in order to extend student learning and promote effective e learning in the classroom

Global Perspectives on Value Education in Primary School

2023-08-18

global perspectives on value education in primary school is a comprehensive book edited by a renowned philosophy scholar from

kastamonu university faculty of humanities and social sciences in this book readers will find a comprehensive account of how

value education can be effectively delivered in primary schools worldwide it presents an extensive collection of case studies and

examples of values education from different countries and cultures and examines the criteria for selecting and differentiating

values that are suitable for primary school level and the methods and approaches for effectively teaching those values by

comparing different approaches and experiences the book provides valuable insights into the challenges and opportunities for

value education in primary schools this book is highly recommended for anyone interested in values education including academic

scholars researchers teachers university students and parents with its rich and diverse range of perspectives and examples it

provides a compelling argument for the importance of values education in our time its persuasive problem and solution approach

makes global perspectives on value education in primary school an essential addition to the literature on education and

philosophy

How Successful Schools Work

2012-06-15

inside this book are case studies of cutting edge best practice from inspirational heads and school leaders doing excellent work in

schools they all illustrate how the role and style of school leadership is changing by looking at what attracts teachers to

leadership roles and how they use their power this book examines innovative leadership in action the authors look at the

characteristics of innovative school leaders and reflect on how these people work an appetite for challenge a desire for a sense of

well being for all those involved in the school and its development and an ability to flex their style of leadership all emerge as

core factors in their success topics covered include the changing role of school leaders leading inclusive environments the power

of innovative leadership identifying the challenges ahead the perfect read for anyone wanting to make a difference to their school

or setting this book will show you how it is done rona tutt is past president of the national association of headteachers now

working as an educational consultant paul williams is a very experienced head teacher based in london who has held a number

of leadership roles

Cultures of Staff Wellbeing and Mental Health in Schools: Reflecting on Positive Case

Studies

2021-06-24

staff in schools have never been under so much pressure with high stakes accountability leading many teachers to rethink their

profession a third of early career teachers are leaving within 5 years of training while headteachers are less sure than ever that

they will be able to continue to lead their schools we have a staff wellbeing and mental health crisis in education the schools in

cultures of staff wellbeing and mental health have addressed this crisis by implementing a whole school culture of staff wellbeing

and mental health it has taken courage determination and authenticity to prioritise relationships over results not only between the

children and their teachers but also between the staff themselves this book will support your school with 32 individual chapter

case study accounts by headteachers and mental wellbeing leads of how they are implementing staff and pupil wellbeing in their

schools a rich resource of strategies and ideas to adapt to your own context how to recognise and tackle staff burnout in your

school identifying the maslach factors that cause it why teachers putting a brave face on it is ineffective jonathan glazzard

presents his ground breaking research identifying a connection between teacher wellbeing pupil emotional response and

attainment what buffer leadership is and why recognising it is crucial to the headteacher s mental health this book belongs to the



staff of the case study schools that recount in their own words how focusing on wellbeing and mental health has transformed their

schools this book exemplifies good practice and will hopefully inspire others to follow its case study leads david gumbrell founder

of the resilience project this book is an outstanding reference guide for all school leaders who wish to implement a culture of

wellbeing based on evidence and success a must read suneta bagri fcct former head teacher founder of the every teacher

matters project cultivate coaching consultancy the editor not only encourages the reader to engage empower all staff to see and

own their own wellbeing but also for leaders to model self care the promotion of sustainable wellbeing behaviour patrick ottley o

connor executive headteacher a must read for any school wanting to strengthen the wellbeing of their school community daniela

falecki founder and director teacher wellbeing pty ltd sydney australia steve waters is the founder and director of the teach well

alliance he has thirty years experience as a secondary school english teacher during this time he fulfilled many roles including

middle leader and assistant headteacher his previous books include doing your research project which is in its seventh edition

How Schools Do Policy

2012

based on a long term qualitative study of four ordinary secondary schools and working on the interface of theory with data this

book explores how schools enact rather than implement policy
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